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THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE WEEK

ITB Berlin 2018: High exhibitor demand sets the tone
Altogether, the show’s management expects around 10,000 exhibitors and organisations from over 180
countries and some 110,000 trade visitors to attend the 26 halls on the Berlin Exhibition Grounds.... »

SPECIAL FEATURES

TTC Special: Regattas in the Caribbean need support
The regattas season in the Caribbean, about to begin, needs support and encouragement after the intense
hurricanes that hit the region in 2017, according to experts.... »

BUSINESS

Point of View: ETECSA Enhances Connectivity to the
Rest of the World with SES
A new system based on satellites’ reliable connectivity will ensure the Cuban national telecommunications
operator can diversify connectivity on the main island of Cuba.... »

TOURISM

Its Official: Hurricanes slowed down tourism’s
progress in the Caribbean but did not stop it
The Barbados-based Caribbean Tourism Organization (CTO) says the catastrophic hurricanes that
devastated some Caribbean destinations last September slowed down tourism’s progress but did not stop
it.... »
TOURISM

Dominican Republic: avoid sprawl in tourism
To reach the goal of 10 million tourists the Dominincan Republic tourism destinations must be organized,
with properly defined areas of use to prevent sprawl, according to Hotels and Tourism Association
(Asonahores), president Joel Santos.... »

TOURISM

Records for St Lucia in 2017
The 2017 tourism performance saw Saint Lucia breaking all records with total visitor arrivals climbing to
an all-time high of 1,105,541.... »
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